Introduction
Recognition reliability is a vital and sensitive issue in the pattern recognition applications. Recognition with a proper rejection option provides a means to reduce the error rate and to increase recognition reliability (Chow, 1970) . It deals with how research projects can be developed into real applications. Relatively few research papers on this topic have been reported in literature (Frelicot & Mascarilla, 2002) . In order to clearly explain the recognition reliability problem, the Recognition Rate (RR), Mis-Recognition Rate (MR), Rejection Rate (RJ), and Reliability (Re) are defined and their relationships are analyzed as follows:
The Recognition Rate (RR) is defined as: The reliability can also be deduced as:
Technically speaking, there is a tradeoff for a recognition system to pursue a very high recognition rate and a very low misrecognition rate at the same time given a specific set of feature set and a classifier or a combination of classifiers (Chow, 1970) . It is common sense that setting a relatively low threshold for a recognition system can achieve a high recognition rate; however, it also introduces more misrecognitions. In many pattern recognition systems, the goal is to seek the highest reliability and the highest recognition rate as possible at the same time. In other words, the misrecognition rate must be suppressed. When designing a sensitive object recognition system, it is preferred rejecting objects with low confidences over mistakenly recognizing the objects (Zimmermann, Bertolami & Bunke, 2002) . For example, in an automatic bank check processing system, a very high recognition reliability is a vital criterion. The misrecognition is absolutely forbidden and a small percentage of rejection is allowed. The rejected checks can be sent for manually handling. An automatic bank check processing system can be divided into the following aspects: 1) magnetic ink character recognition (MICR); 2) handwritten legal amount recognition (English character recognition, or other language character recognition); 3) handwritten courtesy amount recognition (handwritten digital recognition); 4) payer's signature verification or recognition; 5) the recognition of name and address of a payer, etc. Among the above mentioned recognitions, MICR plays an important role in the automatic bank check processing system based on the following reasons: a) Information in the MICR area includes the account number of a payer and bank identification number; both of which need to be firstly recognized in order to verify the payer's identification and the payer's bank number while transition is processed; b) Individual character recognition rate in the MICR area is very high (over 99%), it is possible to use an automatic process. However, some errors have been reported in the bank applications due to the following reasons: the mechanical deficiency of MICR scanners; the distortion of the printed characters in the MICR area, and others. In this paper, we will propose a novel classifier fusion system with a verification module to improve system's reliability. The arrangement of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, the concept of MICR is briefly introduced, which includes one dimensional MICR waveform process and two dimensional image process. The flowchart of the new classifier fusion system with a verification module is proposed in the section 3; In Section 4, the basic concepts of classifiers: Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), modified K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classifier and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are reviewed. A gating network for congregating the outputs of ANN and KNN is applied to the classifier fusion system. Three experiments conducted on the MICR character recognition are reported, and the recognition reliability is analyzed in the section 5. Finally, the conclusion ends this paper. Fig. 1 shows a blank bank check image. The MICR area is located at the bottom of the check. In North America, E13B font has been officially used as the printed fonts in the MICR area for almost commercial banks. E13B symbols include ten numerals and four symbols: On-Us symbol, Transit symbol, Amount symbol, and Dash symbol. 
MICR Information Processing

One Dimensional MICR Waveform
One dimensional MICR waveform processing and recognition has been extensively researched for a long time. The very high recognition rate was reported under an ideal condition. However, there are still some recognition errors and rejections reported in the commercial applications due to unstable paper feeding mechanism of scanners, the distoration of printed MICR characters on the checks and other factors, which lead to waveform distortions and noise on MICR images. Fig. 3 shows two MICR waveforms scanned from two personal bank checks: one has two sub-MICR areas; another has four sub-MICR areas. A waveform segmentation algorithm can segment each sub-MICR waveform into individual waveforms, each representing one character. The detail algorithm for waveform segmentation is beyond the scope of this paper. Condition 3: if a check is scanned with certain angle w, the line seeking algorithm presented in Condition 2 is also traced with this angle. As soon as the top line and the bottom line of the MICR character area are located, the characters are segmented based on character's connectivity and vertical profiles. As to four special symbols, each symbol consists of three black blocks. The following criteria are used to combine three black blocks as a symbol: a) The distance between two adjacent black blocks is shorter than the distance between two characters; b) The length and the width of any black block of the four symbols are shorter than that of the ten numerals.
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Classifier Fusion System with SVM Verification Module
It is difficult for a single classifier to obtain a very high reliability and recognition rate at the same time for a complex pattern recognition system. Some theoretical advancements have been proposed in literature (Kuncheva, 2002; Kittler, Hatef, Duin & Matas, 1998 ). There are a few possible solutions to help reduce the number of errors. One solution is to employ a verification module. Another solution is to use a combination of multiple classifiers (Suen & Tan, 2005) . The different features extracted by different means, which are inputted to different ensemble classifiers for classification, have different merits for recognition because some of the features are complementary (Zhang, Bui. & Suen, 2007) . It is reasonable to combine two classifiers to produce a higher reliability and at the same time to seek the lowest misrecognition rate. A classifier fusion system with SVM verification module is proposed and it is shown in Fig. 6 . In the proposed recognition and verification scheme, a classifier fusion system consists of an ANN classifier and a KNN classifier, which are trained by two sets of feature vectors respectively. As the two sets of feature vectors may be complementary, the trained ANN and KNN as recognizers have their merits on character recognition. Experiments will prove that the combination of two classifiers can achieve a higher recognition rate. There are fourteen characters in the E13B character set. For the verification purpose, fourteen two-class SVMs are applied to classify the MICR waveforms. the result of SVMs is used to verify the image-based recognition result. The detail recognition and verification process will be elaborated in Section 5.
Classifier Design and Feature Extraction
Artificial Neural Network Classifier
An ANN is an interconnected group of artificial neurons (Duda, Hart & Stork, 2000) . ANN refers to electrical, mechanical, or computational simulations or models of biological neural networks. One of the most popular methods for training a multilayer network is based on the gradient descent principle using the back-propagation algorithm or generalized delta rule. The principle is a natural extension of the Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm because it is powerful, useful, and relatively easy to understand and implement. An ANN classifier consists of input units, hidden units, and output units. In terms of classifying fourteen numerals and symbols in this research, the ANN will have fourteen output units. The signal from each output unit is the discriminant function g k (x). The discriminant function can be expressed as:
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where i x is a feature component; ji w is a weight between the input layer and the hidden layer; kj w is a weight between the hidden layer and the output layer; i=1,…,d, and d is the number of nodes in the input node; j=1,…, r, and r is the number of nodes in the hidden layer; k=0,1,2,…, m, which represents the number of nodes in the outputs layer. For example, fourteen nodes of outputs represent ten digits and four special symbols used in this paper. Thus, the discriminant function can be implemented by a three-layer neural network. The configuration of the three-layer neural network for the recognition is drawn in Fig. 7 . We now turn to the crucial problem of setting the weights based on training patterns and the desired output. Backpropagation algorithm is used to train the classifier. Some of considerations in the training and testing procedures are listed as follows: Target Values: The target value (the desired output) of the output category is chosen as +1, while others are set equal to 0.0.
Number of Nodes in the ANN:
According to a convenient rule of thumb, the total number of weights in the net is roughly chosen as n/10~n/4. Here n is the number of training samples. Initializing Weights: Random data are generated for all weights in the range of -1.0< all weights <+1.0. Learning Rates: In general, the learning rate is small enough to ensure convergence. A learning rate of (0.1-0.4) is often adequate as a first choice. Training Different Patterns: We used the following strategies to train the classifiers: our training procedure concentrates on the "difficult" patterns. Firstly, an ANN classifier is trained on all training samples, then the same set of training samples are fed into the ANN for testing. Those "difficult" patterns, which are not correctly recognized, are copied several times and randomly put into the training set for training again. As more "difficult" patterns are in the training set, the ANN can adaptively learn how to correctly recognize those "difficult" patterns without losing its generality. 
KNN Classifier
In a KNN classifier, for each testing sample, the Euclidean distance between the testing sample and all the training samples are calculated. Let the testing sample x i be represented by the feature vector
, where i k x denotes the value of the kth feature component in the ith sample. The distance between x i and x j can be calculated by
If the number of training data is N, then N distances will be identified as neighbors. If K=1, then the class label of the testing sample is equal to the closest training data. If K>1, then the class label of the testing sample is equal to the class label that most of the neighbors belong. The output of the KNN algorithm can be interpreted as a posteriori probability. Hence, instead of labeling the output class label equal to the class label that most of the neighbors have, we assign the following class confidence values of x:
of neighbors with class label c)/K
Here, p c is the a posteriori probability that x belongs to the class c; K denotes the number of nearest neighbors. We can assign class label j to the testing sample x when
Here M is the total number of classes.
One improvement to the KNN algorithm is to weigh the contribution of each of the K neighbors based on its distance to the testing sample. The closest neighbor should receive the highest weight. It can be represented by modifying the equation into following:
The equation can be normalized as:
The KNN algorithm with this refinement is also known as the fuzzy K-nearest neighbor algorithm (Keller, Gray and Givens, 1985) . The normalized p c (x) can be used as input of gating network indicated in Fig. 6 .
SVM Classifier
SVMs rely on the preprocessing the data to represent patterns in a higher dimension by an appropriate nonlinear mapping (.). Data from two categories can always be separated by a www.intechopen.com hyperplane. The detail theory can be referred to the references (Decoste & Scholkopf, 2002; Heisele, Serre, Prentice & Poggio, 2003) . In this research, the kernel function is a Gaussian radial basis kernel:
Training a support vector machine for the pattern recognition problem leads to the following quadratic optimization problem: (12) is minimized and the constraints (13) are fulfilled. SVM is a two-class classifier. For each testing sample, we compare the coefficients of fourteen classifiers and assign a class with maximum coefficient as overall recognition output. If the output matches the character's label, it means that the testing character is correctly recognized. Otherwise, this character is misrecognized. For example, SVM0 classifier can be employed to distinguish character 0 from all other characters. The overall recognition is congregated from all SVM classifiers. Fig. 8 shows the flowchart of MICR waveform recognition using fourteen SVM classifiers. 
Feature Extraction
Feature extraction is a very important step for the image-based character recognition in the MICR area. Three feature extraction methods (Zhang, Bui & Suen, 2005) are used to construct two hybrid feature sets. The feature sets include: Directional-based Wavelet Feature Set, Medial Axial Transformation (MAT) Gradient Feature Set, and Geometrical Feature Set.
Genetic Algorithm Used to Envolve Gating Network
A new combination scheme of classifiers is proposed in order to achieve the lowest error rate while pursuing the highest recognition rate for the recognition of E13B characters. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 6 . The output confidence values of the ANN are weighted by w 1,0~w1,13 and the output confidence values of the KNN classifier are weighted by w 2,0~w2,13 . A genetic algorithm is used to evolve the optimal weights for the gating network from the confidence values of ANN classifier and KNN classifier.
Suppose the outputs of two classifiers are represented as: {c 1,0 , c 1,1 ,…,c 1,13 }, {c 2,0 , c 2,1 ,…,c 2,13 }.
The weighted outputs of the two classifiers' confidence values can be calculated as follows: 
G g g g 
G is the output of the gating network.
Our goal is to pursue a lowest misrecognition rate and at the same time to seek the highest recognition performance. We can create a vector O target with fourteen elements, which represent ten numerals and four symbols of the E13B fonts. In the vector, the value of the corresponding label is set equal to 1.0, while others are set equal to 0.0. A fitness function f is chosen to minimize the difference between the output G and the corresponding training sample vector et t O arg as follows:
www.intechopen.com By minimizing the equation (17) through a genetic evolution, the weights tend to be optimal. Then, the recognition criterion is set as follows: A recognition result is accepted if one of the following three conditions is satisfied: 1) ANN classifier and KNN classifier vote for the same character at the same time, where the sum of the confidence values is equal to or larger than 1.6;
2) The gating network votes for a character, where the confidence value of the gating network is larger than 0.85;
3) The confidence value of any classifier is larger than 0.95 and the gating network votes for the same character;
Otherwise, the character is rejected.
Genetic Algorithms for Training Gating Network
Genetic Algorithms have been developed based on Darwinian evolution and natural selection for solving optimization problems. GA applies evolution-based optimization techniques of selection, mutation, and crossover to a population for computing an optimal solution (Siedlecki & Sklansky, 1989) . The problem of the weight selection in the gating network is well suited to the evolution by GAs. In the ANN training procedure, the most difficult problem is to find a reasonable fitness function for a large set of training samples. Ideally, the recognition rate can be used as a fitness criterion for training a classifier. However, using the recognition rate this way is unfeasible for some pattern recognition problems because it requires huge computations for each generation of learning. In this paper, we use GAs to train the gating network. When equation (17) is used as the fitness function, the GAs pursue the smallest difference between the gating network's outputs and the target label vector O target . The following is a description of the steps used for our genetic algorithms. Chromosome Representation There are an ANN classifier, a KNN classifier in the system. Each classifier's outputs have fourteen nodes. A chromosome is a vector consisting of 28 weights. A chromosome is presented as: [ w 1,0 w 1,1 … w 1,13 w 1,14 w 1,15 … w 1,27 w 1,28 ] |--14 weights for ANN--| |--14 weights for KNN--| Population Initialization The initial chromosomes P (48 populations), are randomly created (0.0~1.0). Selection The best 24 chromosomes with minimum fitness values, taken from 48 populations in each generation, are chosen to go into the mating pool. Fitness Computation Equations (17) are used to calculate the fitness function. Crossover Crossover occurs when information is exchanged between two parent chromosomes and the new information is introduced to child chromosomes. A single offspring parameter value, w new , comes from a combination of the two corresponding parent parameter values. The Mutation In our experiments, the mutation rate is set at 0.01. According to the mutation rate, we randomly replace w mi (w di ) with a new weight element, which is produced by multiplying the old weight value with a new uniform random number (0.0-1.0). Termination Criteria Termination occurs when either the number of iterations reaches its defined number or the fitness value converges so that the weights in the chromosome pool are stable.
Experiments
In order to see how the proposed system can improve system's reliability, we conducted the following three experiments. In all of the experiments, the E13B characters extracted from 250 personal checks (6250 characters and symbols) are used as training samples; another set of 6250 characters and symbols is used as testing samples. The training samples and testing samples are separated.
Experiment One
In this experiment, two classifiers: ANN classifier and KNN classifier are individually used to test the recognition performance on E13B image-based characters. Two hybrid feature sets are used to train the two classifiers, respectively. Table I Table III . Since the classifier fusion system introduces a rejection option, some characters with a relative low confidence value are rejected. The rule to reject characters in the classifier fusion system was described in the last part of Section 4.5. Table 3 . Recognition performance of classifier fusion system, consisting of ANN, KNN and gating network, traned by different hybrid feature sets
It is observed that some checks have been severely folded. As a result, character images are deteriorated and noises are added on the check images, which affected recognition rate.
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Although a rejection strategy is introducted in the tests and the reliability is increased; however, some recognition errors still remain. For example, in the Combo III experiment, the recognition rate is 98.67%. The rejection rate is 0.80% and the reliability is as high as 99.47%. As such, there are still 33 misrecognized characters, which is unacceptable in an automatic bank check processing system. Experiment Three In order to pursue an execellent reliability in the system, we propose a verification module. Firstly, SVM classifers are used to recognize the segmented one dimensional MICR waveforms. Then, the recognition results are used to verify the recognition results of the classifier fusion system. The recognition rate of waveform-based MICR is 99.52%, which means that 30 characters out of 6,250 testing samples were misrecognized. The reliability of the SVMs is also 99.52%. The verification rule is explained as follows: if the classifier fusion system votes a character and SVMs also vote the same character, the recognition is confirmed; otherwise, the testing sample is rejected. Since two classifications use entirely different input sginals (the classifier fusion system uses image-based OCR method, whereas the SVM classifier uses one dimensional MICR waveform), the overall reliability is significately incresed. Table 4 . Recognition performance of classifier fusion system with SVMs verification module
Comparing Table IV with Table III , it can be concluded that the system's reliability has been improved significantly. Both Combo II+SVM Module and Combo III +SVM Module achieve 100% reliability and have recognition rates over 98.30%. The remaining characters will be rejected and will be processed manually.
There are a few reasons behind the better recognition performance: 1) ANN classifier and KNN clasifier are trained using different feature sets, which makes the two classifiers in the fusion system complementary; 2) Gating network can enhance recognition rate and reliability; 3) SVM verification module is trained by different signal input, which ensures that the overall system reliability will increase. Fig. 9 shows the reliability comparsion between the classifier fusion system and the classifier fusion system with SVM verification module. Fig. 10 shows the reliability improvement from individul classifier to classifier fusion system (including an ANN, a KNN, and a gating network), and to the fusion classifier system with www.intechopen.com 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel classifier fusion system to congregate the recognition results of an ANN classifier and a modified KNN classifier. The recognition results are verified by the recognition results of SVM. As two entirely different classification techniques (image-based OCR and 1-D digital signal SVM classification) are applied to the system, experiments have demonstrated that the proposed classifier fusion system with SVM verification module can significantly increase the system's recognition reliability and can suppress misrecognition rate at the same time.
In the future, the theory foundation of classifier fusion with rejection strategies will be further investigated. It is expected that the theory will be employed to solve more complex pattern recognition problems. Acknowledgements: Part of gating network and genetic algorithm research was conducted at Centre for Pattern Recognition and Machine Intelligence (CENPARMI), Concordia University, Canada. Author wishes to thank Professors and colleagues of CENPARMI for their help.
